Class 1 & 2 FS1 & FS2 Little
Personal, social and
emotional development
We will be ensuring
children are settled back
into school life. We will be
working on forming new
friendships this half term
and building on existing
friendships. Taking turns
with others and sharing
resources. As well as
embedding our golden
rules for behaviour.

leaders

Literacy—reading and writing
This half term in both FS1 and FS2 we will be thinking about
what has happened around the world this year. We will be
using the books Little Leaders which are about the
exceptional black men and women throughout history to
support our learning and we will also be thinking about who is
exceptional in our own lives and during the COVID-19
pandemic. We are living through history and we want to use
books and stories to support all our EYFS children in
understanding the importance of recent events in their lives.

Mathematics

We will be
working with numbers to 5 in
FS1 and to 10 in FS2. matching
numbers to quantity and
finding one more and one less
than a give number as well as
comparing quantities of
different groups of objects.

Physical development
Our PE day this half term for
FS2 is Thursday please come
in full PE kit and the children
will stay in their kit all day.
FS1 children don’t need a PE
kit at this time.

We will be learning to throw and kick a large ball and move
with control and coordination.
We will also use our outdoor area on a daily basis to work on
our climbing, balancing, negotiating space and ball skills.

Expressive arts and design

Music

We will begin to learn to tap a
In expressive arts and design this half
rhythm to different styles of music
term we will be learning about different and use the percussion instruments to
colours and what happens when we mix
keep to a simple beat. We will have
colours together. We will be expressing singing sessions on a Friday to practise
our mood through paintings and drawings. songs about harvest.

In Religious Education we will learn

all about the vicar Freddie Fisher and
his role in the church. We will learn
why harvest is an important time of
year for Christians and how we can
help to support others and share food
with them at this special time of year.

Understanding the world

This half term the children will be
learning about the world around them and
be able to name some of the local plants,
flowers and wildlife that are familiar to
them. We will be thinking about how
important the natural world is in
affecting our feelings and emotions.

Communication & Language

We will be working on our listening
and attention skills this half term,
taking turns in conversation and
trying to remember what others have
said.

